
Quick Response
Unlike sites like Zillow and Trulia, Crye-Leike includes live customer services 7 days 
a week and our agents are expected to respond within 30 minutes of an internet 
inquiry.

Easily Found
96% of buyers search multiple websites before contacting an agent. Our award 
winning website is nationally recognized and heavily travelled (over 30 million 
hits per month) and we share our listings with 39 local MLSes, and thousands of 
broker sites. In addition, Google, You Tube and other means make certain that 
our listings are easily found. 

Accuracy
Research shows that up to 25% of major aggregators data is inaccurate. This 
frustrates buyers and sellers because active listings get lost among hundreds 
of old listings. They commit to viewing a home to fi nd out its not on the market. 
(Atron Research). Crye Leike updates it’s listings several times a day to insure the 
most accurate status available. 

Qualifi ed Expert
Zillow and Trulia sell space beside listings to any agent willing to pay to have 
their picture placed beside those listings. Those agents may redirect inquiries to 
their own listings. They may be unfamiliar with your property but are promoted 
to potential buyers as “experts’ on your home. Your agent is the best person 
equipped with personal knowledge and expertise to represent your property. 

Dated Information
Many third party sites don’t update changes in a timely fashion. Studies show 
that many sites take 7-9 days before posting or removing listings. Crye-leike.com 
updates listing information multiple times each day. 

Available Where It Counts
Unlike other national websites, crye-leike.com offers all local area home listings 
with ALL photos from the MLS. We belong to 39 local MLSes and also are posted 
on thousands of broker websites. Furthermore, agents don’t set up their list of 
homes to show by going to Zillow or Trulia. They go to the MLS and we’re in all 
local MLSes. 

Legal and Ethical Considerations
Zillow and Trulia, unlike Realtors, are not bound by the Code of Ethics or state 
law for accuracy or presenting a “true picture” in advertising. 
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www.CRYE-LEIKE.com
Nationally recognized for quality and search engine optimization. Easy to fi nd. Easy to navigate.
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